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Degree anil point-inverses of mappings on spheres

The purpose ofthis paper is to prove a theorem suggested by considera-
tions in [1], p. 270. Although the theorem has some obvious generalizations
(see theorem 2), we shall prove the following original form of it:

Theorem 1. If f is a cont'inuous nlappi,ng of the n-sphere Sn into
S" and, if ldeg(f)l : k > 0, then the set of poi,nts a e S" for which f-'@)
contains at least k points ,is d,ense ,itr, 5".

fn what follows, / will always mean a continuous mapping of §" into
,S". X'or a point U e S', we caII f-l(y) L}re point-inaerse of. y. By a d,omain
we shall me&n an open, non-empty, connected subset of §". The letter D
stands as a symbol for a domain. A neighbourhood, of a point, r € §", de-
noted by U(x), is also always assumed to be a domain. The boundary
of a set A c S" is denoted by 0A.

The (local) d,egree (topological index) of a map / is an integer-valued
function oftriples (f,D,y) where D r- S" isadomain and y €S" - f(AD).
For such a t'riple the value of the degree is denoted by deg(/, D, y). We
shall need the following properties of the degree (for the definition of the
degree and the proofs of the properties see e.g. [l], [2]):

(1) deg(/, D,y): deg(,f, D,a'), if y and a' belong to the same
component of §" - f@D).

(2) If deg(,f, D,A) *0, then A ef@).
(3) If flD is injective and if y e f(D), tlnen ldeg(/, D,y)l: t.
(a) Let Dr,...o,DucD be disjoint and let yeS"-f(AD) such

that D n f-'(y) .,9, r,. Then

d"g(,f, O,r, : 
,:Lrd""g("f, 

Di, U) .

X'rom (1) it follows that deg(/, §", y) has the same value for all y € §".
This common value is lhe global, d,egree of /, denoted by deg(/).

For the sake of convenience, we shall make the following additional
definition:

Lef f bea map,r€§" arrd y:f(r).Wecall ru anessenti,al,poi,nt

of f if z has a neighbourhood U(r) such thar U@)nf-,@):{r} and
deg(/, U(r), y) t' 0 .
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Remark 1. Suppose that r, is an essential point of I and lhab Ur(r)
and tr(r) are neighbourhoods of z such that Uaanf-'(l@)): {").
Choose a neighbourhood Ur(r) c Ur(r) fi Ur(r). Then (a) implies that

d"g("f, Ur(*), y) : deg(f , Ur(*), y) : deg("f, Ur(r), A),

where y : f(r). Thus d"g("f, U(r), y) has the same value for all U(")
such thar. that ttt*l n f-'(y) : {r}.

Remark 2. Suppose tb.aL D c 5", U e /S" - f(1D) ar.d d"g("f, D, y) + O.

Assume further that, f-'(y) n D (which is non-empty by (2)) contains
onlv a finite number of points, s&)r ff1, . . . t!tk. Choose disjoint neighbour-
Iroods fi(ri)C D,i:1,...,k. (4) implies that

rr * deg(f ,

Tirus there must be essential

k

D, y) : 
,ä 

d.g(/, U (*,), y)

points in f-'(y) n D. Nloreo\rer, \lre har,,e

h

'Jeg(f , D, y) : Z deg("f, U(*,), y) ,
j:t

u'here J,,, ,fr;1, zra the essential points of f-1@) n D.

For the proof of theorem I we still need a lemma:
Lemma. Let f be a map, Dc S",Aoef(D) -fQD), ancl let U(yo)

c f(D) - IGD) be such that for eaery y e tl(yo), f-'@) n D i,s finite a,nd,

conta-ins erctctly one essential, point. Then

ldeg(/, D, y)l : L .

Proof . Define a, map g: U(y) ---> D by sending every y e tl(yi to
the essential point of f-'@) fl 1). We shall show that g is continuous. For
this pnrpose, let y e U(yr),n: g(y), and let tJ(r) c D l:e a neighbour-

hood of r, of rvhich we may a,ssume that I{r) n l-'(y): {*}. Choose

U(y) c L(yr) - fQU(r)). Then (1) implies that for ar\- y' e Li@),

deg("/, u(*),a'): deg("f, u(r),9) t' o .

But this rlleans that the essential point of f-'(y') O D lies in U(r). Thus

Sg@)) c U(r), rvhich proves the continuity of g.

Since g is continuous and certainly also injective, g([](y)) is open.

Consequently, ro : g(Ao) has a neighbourhood tl(*o) such that U(-")
c S«l@o)). Then / I U(r, is injective, and by (3) and remark 2 we have

deg("f, D,yo)l: ldeg(/, U(ro),yii : 1.

The proof of theorern -2. Suppose that there exists &n open, non-empty
set B C S", such that the point-inverse of any point of B has less than
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k points. By remark 2, f-'(y) contains essential points when A e B.
Take a point yo e B, for which l-'(Ad contains a maximal number nl(<k)
of essential points, sav a-r, . . . t n^. Choose disjoint neighbourhoods U(*,),

i : 1,...,ffi such that l-,@o)nU@) :{x},i : 1,...,ffi. Then
yo has a neighbourhood U(yo)c B such that, for any y e U@i we have

deg(,f, U(rt), y): deg("f, u(ri), y) a o ,

i:L,...,n1. This means that lrhen Ae U@o),f-'@)n U(r;) contains
essential points for all 'i: I,...,rn. But since the number of them can-

not exceed m lhere is exactly one of them in each ti(r;). The preceding
lemma and remark 2 then yield

ld.g(fl i
it*g(/, LT(*,),Uo)i

This contradiction proves the theorem.

Theorem I can be generalized at least to rz-dimensional orientable ma-
nifolds, for v'hich degree theory can also be defined (see e.g. l3l):

Theorem 2. Suplsose that X and, Y are oriented n'manifolds and
that f : D -. Y is ct continuous mapping, where D 'is o, relati,ael,y com,Ttact

d,omain of X. Let yoe 7'-f(AD), and,let C bethe component oJ T'-fQD)
containing Uo. Il deg("f, D,yo)l:k>0, then the set oJ points AeC,
for which f-l(y) cantains at least k po'ints, i,s dense in C.

The proof of the theorern is eompletely analogous to the one given above.
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